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Abstract
Methods of functional brain imaging have been used to identify brain structures which are active during internal simulation of
movements (ISM). Between 1977 and 1993 it was consistently reported that the primary motor cortex (MI) is not active during ISM
whereas other cortical areas, in particular the supplementary motor area (SMA) are active. ISM was assumed to be a situation of 'internal
programming'. Brain systems involved in ISM or 'programming' were hypothesized to be superior to and separable from 'executive
system' including MI. We have studied electric and magnetic fields of the brain when subjects internally simulated either a single
movement or a sequence of movements. Results of the studies are consistent with the assumption that MI is active with ISM. Internally
subjects experienced effort which was required to inhibit overt movements during ISM. A recent EEG study showed different patterns of
cortical activity with ISM and with movement inhibition suggesting that different brain structures may be active during ISM and
movement inhibition [23].
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1. Introduction
When we experience the ability to imagine or 'internally simulate' a movement with its temporal and spatial
sequencing we produce internal sensory images that resemble those which would arise when actually executing the
movement. Furthermore, we experience effort to prevent
overt movements during the performance of what we will
refer to as the 'internal simulation of movement' (ISM).
ISM was performed in the absence of overt movements.
Subthreshold, task-specific muscular activity during ISM
has been reported in some studies [17,34] but not in others
(e.g. [27]).
Several attempts have been made to identify brain
structures which are activated during ISM: Ingvar and
Philipson [16] measured changes of regional cerebral blood
flow (rCBF) when subjects either executed rhythmic
clenching movements of the right hand or imagined to do
so. ' M o t o r ideation' as it was termed by these investiga-
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tors, caused increased rCBF in frontal and temporal areas
but no changes in the rolandic area. The absence of
MI-activity was taken as evidence that imagination of
movements constitutes a state of 'pure mentation'. When
subjects executed rhythmic movements blood flow increased mainly in the rolandic area. Roland et al. [27]
studied changes of rCBF when subjects either executed or
'internally simulated' a sequence of self-paced thumb to
digits oppositions, rCBF was found to increase exclusively
in the S M A during 'internal simulation'. During execution
of the same motor sequence rCBF increased in both S M A s
and in the MI which was contralateral to the performing
hand. The state of internal simulation of a movement was
conceived to reflect the process of 'internal programming'.
It was suggested that " t h e supplementary motor areas are
programming areas for motor subroutines and that these
areas form a queue of time-ordered motor commands
before voluntary movements are executed by way of the
primary motor area (p. 118)". Subsequent studies employed different methods (SPECT, PET, functional MRI)
and various tasks of ISM. It was consistently reported that
S M A is active with internal simulation of movements but
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MI is not active [8,9,11,26,28,30]. In addition to S M A
other parts of the cortex were reported to be active with
ISM although with little consistency, possibly due to differences among the tasks employed.
Based on these findings it has been hypothesized that
(1) ISM is 'purely mental' since the motor executive
system (MI and descending cortico-spinal pathways) is not
active [16], and (2) ISM requires inhibition of overt movement which may be achieved by blocking information
flowing from higher motor areas (e.g. S M A ) to MI [7,27].
Observations on the rolandic (central) mu rhythm have
not been taken into account in this discussion; The rolandic
mu rhythm has been localized in precentral recordings in
the electrocorticogram [14] and is strongly related to function of MI; Rolandic mu is blocked with active movements. This blocking effect has a somatotopic distribution
[2,12] and is elicited by mere thoughts about performing
movements [2,12,18]. Blocking was even present when
persons with amputations of the limbs imagined to perform
movements with the phantom limb [13,18]. In the EEG the
mu rhythm is desynchronized prior and during hand movements in a small scalp area overlying MI [25].
In this paper we describe two studies which support the
view that MI is active with internal simulation of movements.

2. EEG-studies
Slow brain potentials (SPs) were recorded when subjects executed motor sequences of either hand or when
they imagined to do so [1]. At locations above the MI-hand
area (left MI: C3; right MI: C4) amplitudes of SPs systematically varied with the side executing the task: movements
by the right hand caused an increase of negative SPs in C3.
Conversely, movements by the left hand caused an increase of SPs in C4. These results were consistent with
earlier studies [10,21]. Qualitatively the same and quantitatively similar effects of the side of the hand were present
when subjects internally simulated the motor sequence.
These observations support the concept of MI activation
with ISM.

The distribution of SPs was different with task execution and imagination. Changes of SPs between these conditions were localized in central recordings (C3, Cz, C4)
with larger amplitudes when executing the tasks than when
imagining to do so. Proprioceptive and kinaesthetic input
with task execution or an enhanced level of activation of
the cortico-motoneural system with task execution may
account for this difference [1].

3. MEG-studies
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) has been used in three
tasks: (1) self-paced, flexions of the right index finger at
irregular intervals between 4 s and 8 s. (2) A n omitted tone
paradigm with tones (1 kHz, 60 dB, 50 ms in duration)
being delivered at regular 1000 ms intervals to both ears
via plastic tubes. Omissions occurred after every three
tones. Subjects were instructed to flex the right index
finger in time with the 'omitted tone'. (3) Omitted tone
paradigm with the instruction to imagine to perform the
movement in time with the omitted tone. In each condition
150 periods were averaged, the conditions were randomized in blocks of 50 trials. The M E G system consisted of
64, first-order axial gradiometers distributed over a helmet
shaped dewar (CTF Systems Inc.).
Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Figs. 3 and 4 present results in one
subject. With voluntary movements (task 1) the pattern of
magnetic fields at movement onset can be explained by
two current dipoles, one located in the hand region of MI
in each hemisphere (Fig. 1). Location and orientation of
each dipole are consistent with the assumption that they
reflect intracellular, surface-to-depth current flow in the
anterior bank of the central sulcus of each hemisphere
(area 4; MI; for review: [20]). The two dipoles explained
92% of the variance of the observed data at movement
onset. In task 2, the subject performed brisk finger flexions
in time with the omitted tone. Average movement onset
was 800 ms after the preceding tone. Thus, average timing
of the movement was 200 ms before the 'omitted tone'.
The subject's timing of movement onset from trial to trial
was sufficiently consistent to create a synchronized rise in

Fig. 1. Upper part: Pattern of magnetic fields at the onset of self-paced finger flexion. Positions where field lines exit the scalp are blue, positions where
field lines enter the scalp are red. Lower part: 92% of the observed data at movement onset could be explained by the two dipoles in the primary motor
cortex of either hemisphere. Dipole locations and directions of current flow are shown in different head projections.
Fig. 2. Upper part: Average movement onset was 800 ms after the preceding tone in the 'omitted stimulus paradigm' (EMG, electromyography of the M.
flexor indicis right). Pattern of magnetic fields at the time of averaged movement onset (as in Fig. 1). 93% of the observed data at movement onset could
be explained by the two dipoles in the primary motor cortex (locations and directions of dipoles as in Fig. 1). Lower part: Pattern of magnetic fields at the
time (800 ms after the preceding tone) when internal simulation of movement was assumed to take place.
Fig. 3. Upper part: Pattern of magnetic fields at the time of the averaged movement onset. Lower part: Pattern of magnetic fields at the time (896 ms after
the preceding tone) when internal simulation of movement was supposed to take place.
Fig. 4. Left side: N100m following the presentation of the third tone. Right side: Pattern of magnetic fields when the subject imagined to hear the 'omitted
tone'.
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the averaged and rectified EMG (Fig. 2; upper part). The
pattern of magnetic fields at movement onset is displayed
in Fig. 2 (upper part). Using the solution for dipole
location and orientation for the same time point in task 1,
93% of data could be explained at average movement
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onset in task 2. Based on the assumption that the timing of
the internally simulated movement is comparable to the
timing of the executed movement, the pattern of magnetic
fields was calculated 800 ms after the preceding tone in
task 3. As can be seen in Fig. 2 (lower part) the same

Fig. 2
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pattern of magnetic fields was found with 'imagined
movements' as with executed movements (task 1: Fig. 1;
task 2: Fig. 2 upper part). With imagined movements the
two dipoles accounted for 72% of the observed data.
Dipole strength with imagined movements was about 50%
of that found with executed movements.
These findings were replicated in a second study with
the same subject. Averaged movement onset was 896 ms
after the preceding stimulus in task 2 (flexion at the
'omitted tone'). Patterns of magnetic fields were calculated
at this time when subjects initiated the movement (task 2:
Fig. 3, upper part) or when they imagined to move (task 3:
Fig. 3, lower part). Together with this study an additional
control task was used (task 4): subjects were instructed to
imagine to hear the 'omitted tone'. Fig. 4 (left side) shows
the pattern of the N100m which was evoked by the
presentation of the third tone. Peak latency was 120 ms
(the delay of 20 ms was caused by transducing the tones
via the plastic tubes). N100m is generated by surface-todepth neuronal currents in the primary auditory cortices of
the two hemispheres [22]. At the time when the subject is
assumed to 'imagine the omitted tone' (896 ms after the
preceding stimulus or 104 ms prior to the 'omitted tone',
respectively) a field pattern was observed (Fig. 4, right
side) which mirrored that of the auditory N100m and
might reflect depth-to-surface neuronal currents in the
primary auditory cortices of the two hemispheres.
Oscillatory spontaneous activity of about 10 Hz has
recently been detected in multi-channel MEG recordings
and located in the rolandic area when subjects internally
simulated a karate routine [32,33].

4. Discussion
Electrophysiological studies consistently report evidence for MI-activity with ISM. Of recent PET- and
fMRI-studies, one reported MI-activity with internal simulation of sequential finger movements [15], but others
found no MI-activity with imagery of reaching [8] or with
internal simulation of sequential finger movements [28].
Present data do not support the concept that higher
motor centers (e,g. SMA) are 'disconnected' from lower
centers (MI) with ISM. Evidence from EEG studies is
indirect. It is based on the assumption that hemispheric
asymmetry of brain potentials in C 3 / C 4 with movement
execution is caused by MI-activity which is larger contralateral than ipsilateral to the performing hand (for a
review see [20]). But the possibility cannot be excluded
that adjacent parts of the cortex, e.g. area 6, contribute to
the hemispheric asymmetry of brain potentials in C3/C4.
Evidence from MEG experiments is more specific. MI-activity has been shown to cause a particular pattern of
magnetic fields [3,4]. Adjacent parts of the cortex either do
not contribute to the surface-recorded MEG-signal (crown
of the pre- and the postcentral gyrus) or cause a reversed

pattern of magnetic fields due to opposite orientation of
the cortical layers (posterior bank of the precentral sulcus
and the central sulcus). These results taken together with
earlier observations on the mu-rhythm (see above) and
recent MEG studies on oscillatory activity by MEG [33]
suggest that MI is active with internal simulation of movements.
In the current MEG study, magnetic fields were smaller
in magnitude for ISM than with movement execution. This
finding may indicate that the size and/or amount of
MI-activity is different between ISM and movement execution. However, imagined movements may be less synchronized than executed movements. Reduced spatio-temporal coherence of MI activity could result in reduction of
amplitudes with ISM.
How can these findings be integrated into a concept of
functional anatomy? We observed no electromyographic
activity with ISM. Others have reported even task-specific
patterns of electromyographic activity with ISM [17,34].
Decety [6] used magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS)
and found no evidence for biochemical activation in the
target muscle during ISM. What would be an explanation
for MI-activity in the absence of electromyographic activity? (1) MI-activity may be inhibitory with ISM. But data
do not support this view since the pattern of magnetic
fields with ISM as with movement execution is consistent
with surface-to-depth current flow in MI which is assumed
to be caused by excitation at apical dendritic spines of
large pyramidal cells. (2) If we assume excitatory MI-activity with ISM the absence of electromyographic activity
(at least at a macroscopic level) is of particular interest. It
could be that excitation is blocked at the spinal level,
although the mechanism of such blocking action is not
known. It has been shown by recent studies that the frontal
lobe contains several premotor areas which project to MI
and directly to the spinal cord [31]. Frontal lobe activity
has recently been shown by EEG-studies when movements
had to be inhibited in No-Go trials [23] or when incorrectly
primed movements (after a conflicting stimulus set) were
suppressed [19]). But Naito and Matsumura [23] found no
evidence of frontal lobe activity when subjects were required to 'imagine to go'. The latter finding is in conflict
with frontal lobe mechanisms involved in blocking of
excitatory MI-activity at the spinal level. (3) Lesion studies
in monkeys and observations in humans with brain lesions
indicate that MI is critical in the performance of discrete
movements of fingers and other parts of the body (review
in [24]). PET studies have shown that MI is activated as
much by whole hand movements as by the independent
movement of the fingers [5]. Simultaneous movements of
two fingers causes even less activation of MI than sequential movements of these fingers with the frequency of
movements being kept constant [29]. Thus, to move or not
to move individual digits of the hand may be mediated by
excitatory MI-activity.
What is the functional meaning of MI-activity with
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ISM? We cannot comment on whether and how MI-activity is related to mental images of the movement during
ISM. Psychophysiological analyses and studies in patients
with focal lesions are necessary to achieve insight into the
functional meaning of MI-activity with ISM.
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